
Training Agreement                               

Please fill out all required* fields, sign, print, take a picture of it and text it back to (303) 910-3931 or email it to

  Thank you!

This agreement is made between Affection & Praise Family Dog Training, Inc. ("A&PFDT") and the Owner(s) ("Owner") as 
described below.

A&PFDT will offer sound, safe, and responsible training and behavior counseling for the dog(s) described below ("the Dog"). 
A&PFDT agrees to guide Owner and the Dog on a lesson-by-lesson basis, the goal being to teach the Owner how to train and 
work with the Dog. A&PFDT will make every reasonable effort to help Owner achieve training and behavior modification 
goals. However, it is up to the Owner to follow through with agreed upon instructions/methods to achieve desired results. 

The Dog's behavior is highly dependent on the Owner's understanding of behavior and application of techniques. A&PFDT is 
not able to make a guarantee of the Dog’s performance and behavior as a result of A&PFDT's services. Owner understands 
that he/she and members of the household must follow A&PFDT's instructions without modification, work with the Dog daily as 
recommended, and continuously reinforce training to achieve desired goals. Owner understands that any alteration of 
instructions/methods or inconsistencies could negatively impact desired results.

Owner agrees that all animals may exhibit unpredictable behaviors and that A&PFDT will not be liable for the actions of the 
Dog. Owner acknowledges that A&PFDT can in no way be held responsible for any loss, accident, injury or damages related to 
any aspect of the Dog's training or behavior during the Dog's lifetime and agrees to indemnify and hold A&PFDT harmless 
from and against any and all claims of injury, expense, costs, loss or damages caused by the actions of the Dog.

Cancellation Policy for in-person lessons: When a session is scheduled, A&PFDT specifically reserves class and driving time for 
the Owner.  A&PFDT respectfully requests that the Owner does not cancel or reschedule a previously scheduled session, 
except in the event of Owner's illness, illness of Owner's family, or illness of the Dog.  A $25.00 fee will be charged for 
cancellations within 72 hours (3 days) of the appointment.  If the Owner does not show up for the scheduled appointment, the 
Owner agrees to pay the full fee of $125 for the missed session.

Payment: Owner agrees to pay A&PFDT's fee, as specified on A&PFDT's website, at the end of each session, by Venmo, Zelle or 
check.  

Owner(s) Name(s)*:_________________________________________________  Owner(s) Cell Phone*:___________________________

Owner(s) Address*:_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dog Name*:___________________________________ Age*:______  Sex*:_____  Breed*:______________________________________

Dog Name*:___________________________________ Age*:______  Sex*:_____  Breed*:______________________________________

Describe Dog(s) Issues:_____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Owner(s) email Address(es)*:________________________________________________________________________________________

Owner(s) Signature(s)*:_________________________________________________________________  Date*:______________________
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